Spring 2023 Large Ensemble Brass Chamber Music Concert
Boutell Memorial Concert Hall – 7pm, May 4

Mountain Spires
Bryan Flippin, Conductor
Gary Kuo
(b.1965)

Enigma Variations, arr. Christopher U. Jones
IX. Nimrod
Brooks Wallace, Conductor
Edward Elgar
(1857-1934)

Horn Ensemble
Bryan Flippin, Emma Hinkle, Aubrey Hopper, Noah Kocsis, JonLuca LaPorte,
Shae McCabe, Alexia Quinn, John Sharp, Brooks Wallace, Liam Weber, Rebecca Wu

Infinite Ascent
NIU Large Trumpet Ensemble
Mitchell Nelson, Gabriel Wade, Phil Pistone, Ryan Morgan,
Emma Anderson, Amos Egleston, Ava Sullivan, Axel Soloranzo,
Jimmy Minard, Ryan Deliman, Luis Ortiz, Dartagnan Stephen
Erik Morales
(b. 1966)

Here We Rest
NIU Trombone Octet
Zaire Burks, Brandon Diehl, Alex Hassib, Spencer Mackey, Ian Rigg,
Deaglan Sullivan, Omar Tlatelopa-Nieto, Tenor Trombone
Julian Bradford, Liam Kantzler, Bass Trombone
Timothy Riordan, Director
Anthony Barfield
(b.1983)

Basso Cantante
NIU Tuba & Euphonium Ensemble
Euphoniums: Lilly Benitez, Logan Bryant, Colin Davidenko, Nat Garbe,
Korbyn Ringer, Jonathan Schweitzer Royce Patras, Andrew Whitlock
Tubas: Stephen Adcock, Ryne Dresbach, Jovani Laporte, Nathan Kyriazopoulos
Dan Nowosad, Cody Toth, Logan Yugo
Eric Ewazen
(b. 1954)

Asterism
NIU Trombone Choir
Zaire Burks, Collin Davidenko, Brandon Diehl, Dr. Andrew Glendening,
Alex Hassib, Davy Lyons, Spencer Mackey, Ethan Pritchard, Ian Rigg,
Deaglan Sullivan, Omar Tlatelopa-Nieto, Andrew Whitlock, Tenor Trombone
Julian Bradford, Alex Coronel, Liam Kantzler, David Tallacksen, Dylan Witte, Bass Trombone
Timothy Riordan, Director
Joseph Turrin
(b.1947)